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PARADISE

  Farming Paradise is a farming game. It is a system based on
the blockchain network where you can play games, have fun
and make money at the same time. The system gives you
various development and advancement options in the field of
farming, and you can choose the one you like and start
building fields according to your own preferences.

WHAT IS FARMING PARADISE?



  The Farming Paradise game universe is scheduled to start 6
months after the token release date.In this universe, before the
User buys the parcel.

  Before the user buys the plot, the game asks the user to
choose one of the 6 options offered and the user can see the
areas that correspond to the system they have chosen.

  Income from property sales
-Stock exchange listings
-Game development
-Charity event for stray animals to use as

  Only Farming Paradise Token is used in the game and when
buying land.
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FARMING PARADISE GAME UNIVERSE



 Farming Paradise will at certain points buy Bitcoin & Ethereum
from win rates and take action to prevent any financial
problem in the future. It will openly share Bitcoin Ethereum
purchases and wallets with the investor crowd and solve the
financial problem by selling Ethereum Reserve.

NOTE: THE SCHEMES MAY ALSO BENEFIT FROM OTHER ACTIVE
INCOME SCHEMES TO PROTECT AND ANNOUNCE INVESTORS.
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FARMING PARADISE FINANCE



The NFT collection is announced every 3 months, total 5 NFTs
are produced every 3 months.

-DIAMOND
-GOLD
-PLATINUM
-SILVER
-BRONZE

Some time periods NFTs can be auctioned and some time
periods have a fixed price policy. NFTs give you features like
Extra Income,  Acceleration and Growth.
  NFTs may be sold through auction in some cases and with a
fixed price policy in others. NFTs will provide you with extra
income, mining, acceleration, and growth-style features.
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FARMING PARADISE NFT



  
  The user produces according to the area he has chosen and  
 can sell his production either in the system or on the
marketplaces set up in the game. When selling on the
marketplaces, the game deducts 10% from the user, 5% of this
deduction goes to incineration and the remaining 5% goes to
the team wallet.

  If the player buys the NFTs that are released by Farming
Paradise, they can integrate them into the game, that is, they
can use the NFTs they bought in the game when it comes to
materials or characters.
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FARMING PARADISE EARNINGS



 The tax deduction in Farming Paradise Token will be 5%,  4% fee
and 1% holders distribution. The main target   is to  use Farming
Paradise within the game constantly. The system of Farming
Paradise will develope with land sales and  the system will offer
6 options after the sale of the land.
-Rock Mining
-Feeding
-Agriculture
-Dairy Farming
-Mill
-Production plant for sacks and glass bottles

In the game, each area has its own characteristics, for example
stones, glass bottles and sacks are valuable.

In fact, the goal here is to bring real farm life into the game and
work for virtual reality.
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FARMING PARADISE SYSTEM



A farming store is opened and products related to the farming
store, such as T-shirts, tights, sweatpants, fleece, etc., are
purchased from this store, and 50% of the profit margin is
purchased and burned in the market Farmers Paradise.

Exchange rate fluctuations and price changes can occur in this
system.

System will work as follows, the product is bought and then the
earnings from the products are collected in a safe, the
calculation is done monthly and 50% of the profit margin is
bought and burned at the end of the month.
Customers have access to:
-T shirts
-Fleece
-Sweat
-Gaiters
-Tracksuit
-Backpack
-Glass
-Lid
-Hand towel
And some clothes related to the farm game which is the main
base of our project.
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FARMING PARADISE STORE
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TOKENOMICS VE CONTRACT

Locked 1 Year
25%

Pre-Sale
15%

Ecosystem
15%

NFT Market
10%

Farming
10%

Team
7%

Liquidity
5%

Seed Sale
5%

Marketing
4%

Listing
3%

Total Supply    1 000 000 000

0x82b43184B4020F863220c53D82713C24c6e39B28



Which network are you usıng ?

Contract address

Do you have a audits?

Was the pre-sale succesful?

Is your team made of real people?

 Is there a  purchase and sales tax?

Is your contract variable?

Why is 25% of stock blocked?

       Binance Smart Chain (BEP20)

       0x0D948E9552aC94D3177D7f532e68F95AA9BD4EE2

       No, we are not currently an audit owner.

       Yes, we have reached the hard cap.

    Yes, our team is all real people you can contatct active and
video.

        FPG is a full tax %0 token.

      Our Contract is unique and unchangeable.

   The Farming Paradise büyük is a big universe. If a project is
needed, it will be evaluted in this section.
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FAQs
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FARMING PARADISE TEAM 

Chief Executive Officer (CEO)

@FPGrich

Chief Operating Officer (COO)

@FPGpala

Community Manager 

@FPGmavi

Developer 

@FPGcem

Developer 

 @FPGamazon

Marketing Manager

 @FPGyasemin

Community Manager

 @FPGgulten 

Chief Financial Officer (CFO) 

@dangercom


